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A noise source can be very complex in nature. In noise control engineering an essential first step is to identify the

strongest contributing noise sources. This paper discusses a practical case history, in which a series of measurement

techniques was applied to a reciprocating compressor to identify the strongest sound source. In addition numerical

prediction methods were used to give direction towards a lower noise design of the compressor. Structural modi-

fications to the compressor are discussed, leading to a significant reduction of the noise levels. The sound power

level of the reciprocating compressor was reduced by 5 dB. Moreover, from a perceptual point of view, customers

experience the sound as more robust and more pleasant as well, probably because of shifting frequencies.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the development of the Grasso V700 compressor a

4 cylinder prototype was created consisting of bended steel

plates welded together, as shown in Fig. 1. The plating for the

crankcase had a thickness of 15 mm, whilst the cylinder heads

were constructed from 8 mm thick steel plates for the bended

parts and 15 mm plating for the end grains. The material used

was steel S355J2+N.1 The new assembly is straightforward, al-

lowing a more efficient production as compared to other com-

pressor concepts. Besides, separated cylinder heads have ma-

jor advantages in terms of thermodynamic behavior. However,

it turned out that the steel plated compressor produced an un-

wanted increase in noise of approximately 6 dB compared to

its predecessor, the Grasso 412 compressor, which used a steel

pipe welded cylinder head.

This paper describes a practical case history of the acoustic

analysis and redesign of the compressor to restore former noise

levels. Design directions were based on in-situ measurements

and numerical simulations.

The paper is organized as follows. It starts in Section 2 with

an experimental noise analysis, including sound pressure level

measurements and sound intensity measurements of the com-

plete compressor to determine the most dominant frequency

bands. This is followed by a partial noise source analysis by

means of a surface intensity measurement technique to iden-

tify the most dominant part of the machine contributing to the

dominant frequency band. After that a modal analysis mea-

surement and a modal analysis simulation are presented of the

dominant part of the compressor. Finally, in Section 3 a struc-

tural modification of the compressor is discussed. Its imple-

mentation was acoustically validated by means of a sound in-

tensity measurement of the complete compressor, confirming

a significant noise reduction. In Section 4 the conclusions are

given.

2. NOISE ANALYSIS

2.1. Compressor harmonics

For a compressor operating at 1200 rpm, the fundamental

frequency of the noise spectrum corresponds to 1200/60=20

Hz. A sound pressure level measurement was performed. Fig-

ure 2 shows that the compressor noise was dominated by the

fundamental rotational frequency and its harmonics. Only the

fundamental and (many) harmonic frequencies of the rotation

speed contribute to the spectrum, covering the whole audible

frequency range. Therefore, shifting operational speed in order

to avoid structural resonances is obviously not an option. Gen-

erally speaking, excitation forces are rarely purely sinusoidal

in form, so that harmonics appear naturally as can be explained

by Fourier series expansion. In this specific case of a compres-

sor it is caused by the fact that the compression in the cylinder

is far from smooth, causing an abrupt increase of the pressure

inside the cylinder. Moreover, valve noise also attributes to

the noise spectrum, which contains many harmonics because

of its impulse repetitive character. Excitation due to discrete

harmonics is typical in many structural acoustic cases.

Though the acoustic noise consists only of discrete frequen-

cies, the dynamics of the structural components of the com-

pressor play an important role. Resonant behavior of structural

components of the compressor may increase the structural re-

sponse. However, the presence of structural resonances is now

more obscured compared to cases in which a mechanical sys-

tem is excited by a more broadband spectrum.
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